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Got engagement? Leveraging 
routines and great questions to 

make math work in any 
environment!

Dr. Alison j. mello – RIMTA 2020
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Goals of this session
× Discover characteristics of good questions
× Explore a variety of routines to strengthen 

number sense, foster reasoning, and increase 
student engagement

× Identify small changes that can yield HUGE 
returns in student engagement
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Sound familiar?
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• You pose a question and get crickets
• The same student is the only one with a hand up
• Students tune out
• Cameras are off during virtual sessions
• Students are reluctant to share their thinking
• Students seem bored or are not willing to participate
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What can we do to change this??
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Rethink 
the 

questions 
we pose

Use 
routines 
to kick 

off 
lessons

Change 
how we 
respond 

to 
‘answers’

Utilize math 
tools,  

technology,  
and games 

to boost 
engagement 

Shift from 
closed to open

No more ‘phone a 
friend’ or settling 

for just the answer

Generate excitement 
while warming up 
students brains

Find ways to make math 
more tactile, visual and 

interactive
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Does your questioning (inadvertently) 
send the message that…
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Rethink the questions we pose

× There is only one correct “answer”
× You value speed and quick responses
× You value the answers more than the thinking
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Let’s compare these questions…
× What place does the digit 4 hold 

in the number 349?

× What is the Area of a rectangle 
with a length of 6inches and a 
width of 4inches?

× Solve: 5/8 – 3/8

× What is the sum of 34 + 10?

× How many numbers can you write with 
4 in the tens place?

× How many rectangles can you build 
with an Area of 24 inches? Draw and 
label the dimensions.

× The answer is 2/8, what is the question?

× Lee counted her stuffed animals. She 
found she had 44 in all. Some were 
bears and some were dogs. How many 
bears could she have? How many dogs? 
How do you know?
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     Other great questions
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Taken from the NCTM 
Professional Teaching Standards
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Change how we respond to 
‘answers’

Response:
Yes!  CORRECT!

Hmm…Tell 
me more. 

How do you 
know?

Response:
Are you 
sure?

Response:
Would you like to 

pick a friend to help 
you?

What messages do 
these responses send?
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When in doubt..
Ask why
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Use routines to kick off lessons

Tell me all you know

Over
Under 
Same

Number talks

Estimation Clipboard

WODB

https://stevewyborney.com/2018/04/the-estimation-clipboard/
https://wodb.ca/shapes.html
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Hi! I’m 
Disappearing 

Dan!
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We can’t forget esti-mysteries!!!
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        Some Benefits of routines
× Quick
× Low floor/high ceiling = entry point for ALL
× No prep
× Easy to execute
× Can build in automatic differentiation
× Students LOVE them! (this = engagement)
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Do students have to speak to participate?

Reveal!!

https://photos.app.goo.gl/t4dPfBswKBW3CXXa6
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What about online??

× What if the camera is off?
× How do you know they are listening?
× How can you check for understanding?
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× Digiblocks

Utilize math tools,  technology,  and games to boost engagement 

https://photos.app.goo.gl/Hydcxc56TWzAx1mq6
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And never forget…
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The quality of what 
we put out is 

reflected in the 
quality that we get 

back.
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THANKS!
Any questions?
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Follow me on Twitter
@alisonmellomath
@DrMelloAsstSup Contact Me!

alisonmellomathpd@gmail.com


